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h.

Weld 1/8” – 3/16” / 3-5mm thick flat bar in staggered heights to the fingers of the
agitator. These will act as secondary strike of bars and help the final strike off
making a more even pass by limiting the amount of material to strike off.

Back

¾” Equal Spaced flat bars

1/8” –3/16” /3-5mm
flat-bar welded to fingers.

2. Machine adjustments should include the following:
a. Close down the mud hopper opening to limit the material flow into the feed
drawer.
b. Speed up the feed drawer going forward to help throw material to the front of
the mold.
c. Slow the feed drawer down going back to prevent tearing material out of the
front of the mold on the return stroke.
d. Set the vibrator to run in double start mode. The vibrator will vibrate for a set
amount of time for the fill operation and then stop for strike off (feed drawer
back). The vibrator should start again just before the shoes contact the
material in the mold. Slow vibrator fill to 1000 – 1500 RPM.
e. Delay the vibrator start so the feed drawer is nearly fully forward over the
mold. This lets the material drop into the mold. Just burp the vibrator a short
time for “fill” 1-1.5 sec.
f. Do not run the modified agitator; set the delay time high so it never starts up.
g. The air setting in the air bags on the table should be set to a fairly high setting
(approx. 40-50 PSI) to again limit the amount of pallet “Buzz” and fill. If fill
is more in the back than in the front then lower the air setting in the front. Air
setting differential from front to back should not be more than 20 psi.
h. The air setting in the head air bags may vary. To set the air start by backing
the air off until the head starts to bounce then adjust up until the head stops
bouncing and becomes firm. (Approx. 60 – 70 PSI). Do not have the air
pressure too high to prevent material consolidation via the vibrator. (lower is
better than higher) Some even lower to 10 – 15 PSI.
i. Set the machine to run in the “Timed Release Mode” (Slump Mode) or have
timer 38 (Height stop latch) set at zero. Once the filling is evened out and is
consistent the heights of the slabs will be very consistent. Screw the height
stops down so they never touch. This allows the shoes to always have
pressure on the top of the slab and will prevent top cracking and slab dishing.
j. If height stops are used the light indicators must come on at the same time and
release time should be set at .01 sec. or the lowest possible but not zero. The
problem to avoid is; when the head stopped by the height stop pin on one side
of the machine and continue to vibrate. This again is what caused top
cracking and dishing of the slab.
Note: The main density adjustment in this cycle is the fill vibrator time. This time
should be 1.0 – 1.5 sec. optimum, if too long, then over filling and too high a product and
if too short, less fill and too short a product. The feed drawer dwell is not varied as with
block density adjustment.
Note: One other thing you may experiment with depending on the type of material is that
some slab and paver product runs better and fill more evenly if a short feed drawer
oscillation is used. This creates a break plane between the material in the mold and the

material left behind the strike off. Use this only if improvements in filling are observed.
Mold over-height should be 12-20% for 40mm, 45mm or 48mm product.

